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I want to run a scan of ETFs that identifies the ETFs that are stronger than the SPY. On a chart I could plot this for a
single ETF, for example, the XLF:SPY and then compare the EMA(4) to the EMA(8) to determine if XLF is stronger, at
least I can do this visually. Can I write a scan that will do this for a list of ETFs?

indicator  scan

The short answer is YES.

The longer answer is there are 100's of ways to do it, all depends on your reference criteria and what you want to
compare. If you use the StockCharts search function, (try different terms and questions), you will find tons of articles,
blog posts and S.C.A.N. posts.

Now just to help get you started on your Quest, here's a few pointers.

Whats your time frame, outperforming for a few days, weeks or months.
You say relative to the ETF SPY, of course this one tracks the price of $SPX which is a market cap weighted index,
(500 stocks, but Apple and Exxon account for over 6%), you may want to use $SPXEW which is the equal weight
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index of the S&P500, ie each stock is equal and makes up 0.2% of the index.
Whats the criteria for being stronger ??
. . Percent change in price over a set period of time
. . Percent difference of two EMA's
. . Etc Etc

So here’s just a couple of options, pull up your reference index and plot say the 20 day Rate of Change and the
percent difference between two EMA’s 10 & 50 (use the PPO indicator, it’s the percent version of the MACD). Then
once you have the number that needs to be exceeded just use that in your scan.

You can scan all stocks identified as ETF’s or you could set up a Fav list of your personal ETF’s and scan just that list.

[type is stock]

and [group is ETF]

and [ROC (20) > 6 ]

. . or replace the ROC with the EMA difference

and [PPO Line (10,50) > 8]

. . to restrict the search to only your Fav list of ETF’s

[favorites list is 18]

and [PPO Line (10,50) > 8]

hope this gets you started

Cheers Gord

Gord, I'm wanting to do a similar thing, it seems like the method above can determine stocks with a normalized value
(like PPO) above the index, but I'm wanting to do is to scan for any indicator with the relative strength form of the
symbol, e.g. AAPL:$SPX. I want to scan for MACD, OBV, Elder Impulse, etc of the AAPL:$SPX value. i.e. if I scan for
an Elder Impulse of AAPL:$SPX, I'm not looking for a "higher single value", but a higher combined value (Elder =
EMA13 & MACD(12,26,9) is there a way to do that? /rob

How do you scan for $5 and 5% move
either way?

Slope (50) with SMA (10) Overlay Scan

I am new to this website. How can
learn more to know what parameters
to put in order to code the scan

Is there a way to make an indicator
change color as it crosses a
mid-point?

Would you use a "score sorting" in
your scan results?

How can I scan for a set up when an
indicator is placed on another
indicator?

Can you scan based on 60 Min
charts?
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I have also several times requested the addition of the PriceRelative() function into the Scanner. It is in the
CandleGlance page, so seems to me that it should be able to be added to the Scan Engine. In the Scan Engine, some
uses of PriceRelative could be:

[PriceRelative("$SPX") > Yesterday's PriceRelative("$SPX")]1.

[PriceRelative("$SPX") > Yesterday's Max(20,PriceRelative("$SPX"))]2.

(Aug 13 '12 at 10:42)rawb

It seems the answer for me is no, here is SC Support's answer:

Hi Rob,

Thank you for sending us your message about scanning for relative strength data, like the data behind a plot of
EWW:$SPX.

Unfortunately, that isn't possible at this time. Relative strength data isn't updated to the scan engine databases.

Please let me know if you have any more questions or comments about our website.

Thank you for using StockCharts.com, Jack Smith StockCharts Support

Rob Novotny, Aug 12 22:28 (PDT):

Hi, Is there a way to scan for charts that have a relative strength (RS) symbol like EWW:$SPX? I was told by somebody at
ChartCon 2012 (can't remember who) that if you put these RS charts in a chart list, you can scan by using the chart list as
the set to scan.

my scan is:

[type=stock] and [favorites list is 118] and [weekly elder bar green=1]

I get positive results for normal charts, e.g. "EWW", but not relative strength charts like "EWW:$SPX".

thanks! /rob
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